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ABSTRACT

Emotion recognition algorithms recognize, infer, and harvest
emotions using data sources such as social media behavior,
streaming service use, voice, facial expressions, and
biometrics in ways often opaque to the people providing
these data. People’s attitudes towards emotion recognition
and the harms and outcomes they associate with it are
important yet unknown. Focusing on social media, we
interviewed 13 adult U.S. social media users to fill this gap.
We find that people view emotions as insights to behavior,
prone to manipulation, intimate, vulnerable, and complex.
Many find emotion recognition invasive and scary,
associating it with autonomy and control loss. We identify
two categories of emotion recognition’s risks: individual and
societal. We discuss findings’ implications for algorithmic
accountability and argue for considering emotion data as
sensitive. Using a Science and Technology Studies lens, we
advocate that technology users should be considered as a
relevant social group in emotion recognition advancements.
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INTRODUCTION

“Because it's emotional data. It's like therapist notes,” said a
participant to us in discussing emotions. Another said, “Your
emotions are so personal…so human.” Emotions are
powerful, mediate human experiences with their
surroundings, and impact decision-making and attention
[30,40,76,94] online and off. Privacy and emotion are related
in many ways; emotions are crucial in users’ sense of privacy
[112]. Online and off, emotions are often deemed private;
Sharing and signaling them to others can be beneficial (e.g.,
finding support and community, improved wellbeing
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[10,57,93]), but involve privacy calculations and complex
decision-making processes [7,9,16,100].
Emotion Recognition and Emotion Artificial Intelligence
(AI) detect and infer emotional states [84]. Despite the
deeply personal nature of emotions, AI algorithms are built
to recognize, infer, and harvest emotions using data sources
such as social media behavior, streaming service use, voice,
facial expressions, biometrics, and body language in ways
often unknown to users [29,69,84,92]. Such inferences can
be used for curating social media news feeds, advertising,
and other algorithmic decision-making and manipulation of
media environments [54,84,88]. These include applications
in many domains such as market research, customer service,
and advertising; healthcare and wellbeing; employment; the
workplace; entertainment; the automotive industry;
education; politics; interactive systems; law enforcement;
and surveillance [36,84,118]. Interest in emotion recognition
spans industry, academia, and government.
Companies like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Snapchat,
Spotify, and IBM either already use emotion recognition or
have filed patents (e.g., [1,19,26,56,68,81,84,90]). Many
technology start-ups focus on emotion recognition (e.g.,
[65,67,73,84,102]). Additionally, a growing body of research
in fields such as computing, economics, medical informatics,
public health, and psychology not only seeks to detect and
predict people’s emotional and mental states (e.g.,
depression) from direct expressions (e.g., a social media post
or voice command saying “I’m depressed”) [29,37] but also
from more indirect and obscure expressions (e.g., an
Instagram image with no explicit depression-related
expression or one’s voice features) [79,98]. Lastly,
governments can both regulate and use emotion recognition
technologies. For example, during the Sochi Olympics,
Russian officials used video and emotion analytics to
identify agitated attendees by measuring facial muscle
vibrations [61]. The emerging emotion recognition market is
expected to grow from $123 million in 2017 to $3.8 billion
by 2025 [60,118]. It is estimated to reach its plateau in the
next 2 to 5 years, and is in the early mainstream phase of
market penetration (5-20% of target audience) [36]. The
increasing availability of and access to large amounts of data,
cheaper computational power, and improved deep learning,
natural language processing (NLP), and computer vision
techniques have facilitated these shifts [84].

Prior work provides valuable insights on attitudes towards
online privacy (e.g., [46,96]) and algorithms (e.g., [35,59]),
and ethics and values in AI and research (e.g.,
[15,39,74,108,125–127,129,131]).
It
also
provides
preliminary insights into how technologists think about
emotion recognition [84]. The key perspective missing from
these debates is that of the humans who produce the data that
make emotion recognition possible, and whose experiences
are shaped by these technologies – this paper’s focus.
Beliefs about emotions and their use matter as they shape our
interactions with the world [49], online and off. Due to
emotions’ roles and sensitivity, this paper focuses on
emotions and users’ attitudes towards emotion recognition
technologies to contribute to our knowledge about socially
and ethically responsible use and treatment of data in
algorithmic decision-making that impacts humans’ personal
lives. A first exploratory step is to investigate people’s
attitudes, values, and reactions in relation to emotion
recognition as an emerging technology, as well as the risks
and harms they perceive and anticipate, short and long term.
Focusing on social media and through interviews (N=13)
with social media users, we reveal the concerns and attitudes
of people whose data make emotion recognition technologies
possible and who are influenced by emotion-related
algorithmic decision-making in relation to this technology.
Contributions. First, we contribute an account of how
people’s values and views towards emotions inform their
attitudes towards emotion recognition. Participants viewed
emotions as a unique data type different from other personal
data. They remarked that emotions provide unique insights
to behavior and are prone to manipulation; and are intimate,
personal, vulnerable, complex, and hard to define. Second,
we contribute an understanding of social media users’
attitudes towards emotion recognition on these platforms.
Participants had varied, but often negative reactions to
emotion recognition using social media data. While for some
what the recognition was used for informed their discomfort,
for others it did not. Third, we highlight outcomes and risks
related to emotion recognition’s use on social media as
perceived by participants. The main anticipated outcome was
less use, more vague posts, and stopping use. While people
may not do what they say they will do, these insights
highlights their values towards emotion recognition (this
study’s focus). We also identify perceived risks associated
with emotion recognition: 1) individual risks related to
control, manipulation, exploitation; unfair harm distribution;
negative mental health impacts; identity misrepresentation
including beyond one’s lifetime; and challenges with holding
algorithms responsible; and 2) societal risks related to social
and political control and manipulation. Assessing these
findings’ generalizability is an area for future work.
At this paper’s core, by taking emotion recognition and
social media as a context, we foreground the humans affected
by emerging technologies whose data make these
technologies possible. Drawing from Social Constructivism

[95] we argue that technology users should be considered as
a relevant social group [105] in emotion recognition
advancements. In situating our findings within broader
scholarships, the risks and impacts we uncovered are
dimensions of algorithmic accountability (e.g., societal
impacts and potential harms) [3,23,52,110]. We argue that
technologies that feel into people’s emotions should
acknowledge people’s complexities. Acknowledging this
complexity does not necessarily mean building more
accurate technologies to infer those complexities; rather, we
argue that these innovations must prioritize the preferences
and values of the humans they impact.
PRIOR WORK

Emotion Recognition. “Emotion recognition” (i.e.,
interpreting data to decipher one’s emotional state) is the first
step in making emerging “Emotion AI” technologies
possible [36]. Emotion AI involves algorithms that recognize
and classify emotions to respond in a “personalized” way
[84]. We define “emotional data” as data from which
emotional states can be inferred; such data can include
emotional content directly (e.g., someone writing they are
sad) [7], or indirectly (e.g., a black and white picture one took
while feeling sad) [9]. The roots of technologies that gauge
emotions go back to the mid to late 1800s as reviewed in
[84], but perhaps the most influential in computing is
Affective Computing in the 1990s [21]. Emotion researchers
across disciplines view emotions from several theoretical
perspectives [22]. Much of the emotion recognition research
in Computing draws on Ekman [41,42], who identified six
“basic” and “universal” emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, and surprise. Some have critiqued the notion of only
six emotions [101] and their universality [13,53], and argued
that there is no scientific evidence “that a person’s emotional
state can be readily inferred from his or her facial
movements,” which others disagree with [14,111].
Companies, People, and Emotion Recognition. U.K.focused research by McStay [84] is most closely related to
this paper. He conducted 100 interviews with stakeholders
(e.g., technologists, regulators) and held a workshop with
members of these groups. This work identified these
stakeholders’ views, future directions, and challenges of
emotion recognition, and developed ethical guidelines for
emotion recognition around autonomy, consent, control,
empowerment, freedom, transparency, and trust. To develop
these guidelines, the workshops and interviews did not
address the perspectives of the people whose data make
emotion recognition possible and who are influenced by it.
McStay [84] further conducted a brief U.K. national survey
of attitudes towards Emotion AI and emotion recognition.
The survey included five questions about how comfortable
U.K. citizens were with emotion recognition in six domains
including social media. Results showed that 50.6% were
uncomfortable, 30.6% were comfortable if anonymized and
not personally linked to them, 8.2% were comfortable even
if inferences are linked to them, and 10.4% were not sure.

However, these may be substantially different in the U.S.
(and outside the U.K. more broadly) due to different
regulations and privacy norms, as well as political ideologies
that inform privacy attitudes [120]. The work reviewed here
provides key initial insights into people’s comfort with
emotion recognition, and calls for an in-depth understanding
of people’s attitudes towards emotion recognition, which we
address in this study. We extend this prior work by
broadening existing research about attitudes towards
emotion recognition to a context outside the U.K., deepening
past research in this space by identifying the reasons behind
attitudes and perceived associated outcomes and harms, and
including technology users as an important stakeholder not
included in developing existing guidelines [84] to lay the
groundward for future guidelines and work that include
users’ values and concerns. Our goal is not to address a
binary of “should emotion recognition exist or not,” but to
investigate users’ attitudes, values, and concerns around it.
Attitudes Towards Algorithmic Decision-Making.
Broadly, support for AI development is mixed among
Americans and greater among those who are wealthy,
educated, male, or technology experts [35]. Specific to social
media, Pew [109] found that users’ comfort level with social
media companies using their data depends on how it is used,
covering four contexts in decreasing order of comfort:
recommend events, recommend people, show ads, and show
messages from political campaigns. Pew’s questions and
contexts did not cover emotions, or wellbeing (closely linked
to emotions [93]) in any way. Pew’s respondents likely did
not think of emotions when assessing their comfort with
algorithms, as many do not know emotional inference is
possible (as also reflected in participants’ accounts in this
paper). We ask, how might these attitudes change if
emotional data are harvested, or if emotion recognition is
used for algorithmic decision-making? Is “how” emotional
data is used one or the only concern, or is there more to it?
Emotion Recognition on Social Media. People use social
media and express their emotions on them for reasons
including identity expression, support exchange, and finding
community [6,7,43]. Increasingly, research computationally
detects, predicts, and recognizes direct disclosures of
emotions and emotional states in social media (e.g.,
[2,28,29,71,103,117,124]). A recent review of research on
mental health state prediction from social media data
suggests that much of this work simplifies humans to
impersonal “users” or “subjects” [25]. Social media
platforms have explored ways to support those in emotional
distress using Emotion AI [88] – critiqued for ethical and
transparency reasons in opinion (non-empirical) pieces [11]
and similarly applauded for possibly being helpful [107].
More recently, academics and technologists have used
machine learning and facial recognition to detect emotions
and mental health status based on more obscure signs (e.g.
visual markers of depression on Instagram [79,98]. New AI
systems or methods can cause new privacy harms as
inferences can be made even about things people do not

disclose [34,119]. Yet, potentially helpful applications based
on emotion recognition include building agents who provide
emotional support to users [70] or helping individuals on the
autism spectrum with communication [66,75].
Scholars have examined social media users’ attitudes toward
using Twitter data to monitor depression for research,
finding that people were more comfortable with aggregate
level monitoring than individual assessments, and concerned
about consent, permanence, and privacy [32,33,87].
Researchers have also examined social media users’
understanding of and attitudes towards research use of
publicly shared data, finding that contextual factors (e.g.,
study topic, aggregate vs. individual analysis) matter, and
users do not always know what happens to their data [47].
Studies and social media corporate experiments interacting
with people’s private information (e.g. the “emotion
contagion” study [72]) have received public and scholarly
attention,
and
sometimes
backlash
(e.g.,
[12,38,55,64,85,86,97,113,130,131]).
These
studies
highlight that people do have concerns around the treatment
of their social media data and social media experiences.
Emotion recognition can be used to deliver personalized
content (e.g., ads, newsfeed) [84]. For example, it can be
used on social media to curate feeds [54,82,84] with negative
mental health impacts [54]. Additionally, harvesting
emotional data online is part of a “behavioral turn” in digital
commerce [89]. “Surveillance capitalism” [132] relies on
behavioral manipulation [89] to "provide the right message
at the right time to the right person." [84]. Overall, some data
uses are perceived as “creepy” [106,121], and data related to
health, location, web browsing, age, finances, and private
communication are identified as highly sensitive
[17,77,78,123]. Research has also used design fiction to
examine ethical and privacy implications of emerging
technologies [15,39,74,108,125–127] with one focusing on
emotions and ads [108] presenting a design for an AI that
detects a user's emotional state to promote ads, identifying a
“grey area” in technology ethics and data use [108].
In summary, some data are more sensitive than others, and
some data uses can be less accepted than others, including on
social media. Emotion recognition provides an excellent
example of an emerging technology applied to social media
that can impact humans in deep, personal ways; People’s
attitudes towards emotion recognition on social media and
the risks and outcomes that they associate with it remains
unknown – which we address in this study.
METHODS, DATA, AND ANALYSIS

We conducted semi-structured interviews (N=13) with adult
social media users in the U.S. We detail our process next.
Recruitment. We recruited interview participants via a
screening survey. We shared the survey on our personal
social media accounts which was widely shared by our
networks. We also shared it on Craigslist in Detroit, MI and
Houston, TX in order to reach a larger and diverse audience.

Research suggests Craigslist as a platform to reach diverse
research participants [128]. We chose these cities as two of
the most diverse cities in the U.S. [83]. The screening survey
was re-shared at least 18 times on Facebook and retweeted
45 times publicly. Impression count for tweets (not retweets)
was 11276, more than 6x our follower count. Three
participants were acquaintances of one author, in which case
the other author conducted interviews to add social distance.
The screening survey received 100 responses. Of those
responses, we contacted 20 respondents and conducted
interviews with those who followed up (N=13). Participants
received $30, and the study was approved by our IRB.
Screening survey. The screening survey asked respondents
if they used social media, if they were located in the U.S.,
and their age. If one of these criteria was not met (if they
responded no to either question or were younger than 18), the
survey ended. We asked respondents what social media they
used and which ones they posted to regularly. The survey
also asked about positive and negative personal experiences
from the past year. If respondents had these experiences, they
were asked if and where they posted about them on social
media. Additionally, the survey included questions about
demographics such as race, gender, and education level.
Interview participants. We invited interview participants
purposefully based on responses to the survey and collected
data – recruitment, data collection, and primary analysis
were iterative. Specifically, we contacted respondents who
reported experiencing both positive and negative emotional
experiences in the past year and posted about those on social
media. This was because we wanted the participants to have
real experiences we could ground the interviews in. Positive
experiences included getting a new job, an educational
accomplishment, or buying a house. Negative experiences
included political events, losing a job, the end of a
relationship, and (physical and mental) health complications.
The one-year time limit ensured reasonable recall about the
experiences and social media landscape. All reported posting
on at least one platform at least once per week. We also
considered age, gender, education, and race to cover a
diverse range of experiences as much as possible. Table 1
includes participant information.
We conducted interviews via video or phone call based on
the participant’s preference, recorded and transcribed the
audio, and took notes. Interviews lasted from 77 to 120
minutes (average=106 min).
Limitations and reflections. First, we asked participants
about experiences from the past year for higher recall, but
there may have been limitations in their recall. Yet, our goal
was to examine how people reconstruct meaning and
associate values with emotion recognition. Therefore,
possible recall issues did not interfere with our
goals. Second, several participants shared pre-existing
privacy concerns (not on emotions), manifested in adjusting
settings or tailoring feeds; however, they had all still chosen
to post about personal experiences. That said, this may have

led to self-selection bias. Third, in line with
phenomenological research, our goal was not
generalizability and our sample was not representative [104];
For instance, while our sample included typically
underrepresented genders, it included fewer men, who may
be less willing to discuss emotions [18]. Our sample included
five people of color. People of color may be impacted by
emerging technology in more harmful ways [99] and their
voices are less represented in technology discourse and
research. Most participants had some college education or
may have been more familiar with technology than an
average person. This is common in studies of emerging
technology [4,59]. It is crucial to uncover the attitudes of less
educated individuals, diverse genders, children, older adults,
and people in diverse parts of the world -- important areas
for future work. Future work may also evaluate our findings
with representative samples and at a large scale.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

Age
24
58
20
23
25
43
28
36
24
27

P11 22
P12 52
P13 39

Gender
Agender
Woman
Genderfluid
Woman
Woman
Woman
Woman
Woman
Woman
Genderqueer

Race
White
White
Indian
Asian
White
Black
White
White
Asian
Black

Man
Woman
Woman

White
White
White

Education
College
Graduate
College
Graduate
College
College
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate

Social Media
FB, TW, RD, TB
FB, TW, LI
FB, IG, TW, TB, AO3
FB, IG, TW, RD
TW, SC, TB, DC
FB, FBG, IG
FB, FBG, IG, TW, SC, RD, LI
FB, FBG
IG, TW
FB, FBG, IG, TW, SC, RD,
TCH, YT
High School FB, FBG, TW, SC, RD, TB
College
FB, FBG, IG
Some College FB, FBG, IG, TW, SC

Table 1. Participant demographics. Abbreviations for social media sites:
Archive of Our Own: AO3, Discord: DC, Facebook: FB, Facebook
Groups: FBG, Instagram: IG, LinkedIn: LI, Reddit: RD, Snapchat: SC,
Tumblr: TB, Twitch: TCH, Twitter: TW, YouTube: YT

Interview phases and analysis. The first interview phase
investigated people’s current social media use, how and why
they have or have not used social media to share about
meaningful emotional experiences, mental models of what
happens to their shared emotional and other data, whether
they have noticed any changes online after posting emotional
content, what emotions mean to them, and their expectation
for privacy with any entity they believe may access their
information. The second phase focused on gauging people’s
attitudes, expectations, and values about emotion recognition
for which we used scenarios: We asked participants to
imagine positive and negative personal experiences (as
discussed earlier in the interview) and social media most
relevant to that experience. We then asked them to imagine
a scenario where the social media site they posted on had
used computational methods and their data to infer their
emotional states, for example at the time of or after posting.
Using prompts and follow-up questions as is common in
semi-structured interviews, we then explored participants’
attitudes and values towards emotion recognition on social
media. Follow-up prompt topics that the analysis presented
in this paper draws on included: feelings about and reactions
to the scenario and reasons for those feelings; how personal
awareness of emotion recognition on social media would

affect participants; how the scenario matched with their
expectations of what already occurs, and what they desired
to occur; and what harms or benefits they anticipate such
technology would have for them. By allowing flexibility in
how participants interpreted scenarios, we uncovered values
towards current systems and imagined futures. This choice is
informed by work examining privacy values [126] and
understandings of news feed algorithms [44]. What people
think algorithms (can) do and their related attitudes (our
focus) is as key as what algorithms actually do [44,122].

understanding emotions could lead to controlling
individuals. As P5 said: “Really genuinely knowing how
somebody else is feeling is a key insight into their behavior
and their thought processes, and again you can control
people based on how they're feeling.” Participants were
concerned about emotional data specifically, because they
felt that emotions could be easily manipulated to impact
behavior. These conceptions of emotions provided the
foundation for participants’ beliefs that emotion recognition
can exploit and manipulate human emotions and behavior.

Scenario-like methods are common in HCI to gather
reactions to imagined designs and to explore values and
attitudes towards technology [5,20,24,62] or to develop
theory [8]. Scenarios are useful when participants may not
have direct experience with the phenomena being explored
[48]. While potential differences in what people say they will
do, and what they will do in practice is a relevant critique,
research suggests that in emotional settings people behave
similarly in “real life” as they respond to scenarios [63]. This
study’s goal was to examine people’s values surrounding an
emerging technology that is hard to access and interpret by
non-experts, and not what participants will or will not do in
practice in reaction to this technology’s deployment, making
scenarios an excellent tool to utilize.

Emotions are intimate, personal, and vulnerable.
Participants conceived of emotions as intimate and integral
to understanding an individual in depth. As P5 said: “I guess
I would say that to know how someone is feeling is the most
intimate understanding of a person,” and P6 elaborated: “I
think your emotions tell a lot about who you are.”
Participants viewed emotions as very personal, compared to
other kinds of data. For instance, P4 said: “I guess I find it to
be more personal, so I guess that's the reason I do not prefer
it crossing into professional contexts.” Because of this
intimacy, participants often wanted to keep emotions private
or separate from some parts of their lives. Emotions carried
with them some vulnerability like that of a journal or therapy
session for participants. For example, P7 said: “I think
because emotions are real. I mean, they're vulnerable
parts...” Along the same lines, P3 noted: “Again, therapist's
notes, right? So, there are things you tell your therapist only
she can understand. Right? Between you and her.” These
conceptions of emotions provided the grounds for
participants’ reactions to emotion recognition in terms of its
privacy invasiveness and the extent to which it can cause
harm because it engages with such vulnerable data about
people’s lives as we discuss later.

We analyzed the data using the constant comparative
approach [116]. We met frequently during data collection to
discuss primary emerging themes and to refine the interview
protocol. One author first open coded five interviews. We
then discussed each code in detail, refined codes, and
grouped them into larger themes. Another five interviews
were coded and grouped into the previous themes or
emerging ones via a similar process. The remaining
interviews were then coded and codes were organized into
the existing themes. No new themes emerged in this phase.
RESULTS

We first describe how participants conceived of their
emotions and emotional data when considering possibilities
of emotion recognition on social media. We then discuss
reactions to emotion recognition and end with perceived
risks and outcomes of emotion recognition on social media.
Perceptions of Emotions and Emotion Recognition

How do social media users conceptualize emotions when
considering how they might be algorithmically analyzed?
We provide these insights to set the ground for the rest of our
findings, illustrating the unique characteristics of emotions
and data about them to social media users.
Emotions provide insights into behavior and can be
manipulated to impact behavior. Participants viewed
emotions as insights into a person’s behavior. As P9 put it:
“I do think that in the society we underestimate how our
emotions are connected to our actions and behaviors,” and
as P6 elaborated: “I guess because I think that emotions are
part of your body's driving force…dictate your
behavior…dictate your health.” Participants noted that

Emotions are complex and hard to define, even for
humans. Participants felt that emotions were complex and
not always easily understood even by other humans, let alone
algorithms. For instance, P1 reflected on emotions’
complexity and said: “It's just such a hard to define
experience even for the person feeling it. It just seems weird
to me to quantify that in a way that a computer can
understand. Because not a lot of people are, they understand
it all that well.” P1 further elaborated that: “It's not just like
people are happy or sad or angry. There's a million things in
between...” Finally, participants noted that not only are
emotions complex, but they are also individualized and not
universal. For instance, P10 said: “I feel like the experience
of having an emotion, then sort of the lifelong experience of
understanding it, learning how to deal with it, learning what
triggers it, that introspection, are all sort of uniquely
human.” P3 echoed this sentiment: “Everyone feels happy or
sad or whatever, but everyone feels it differently. That's a
great part of being alive.” Emotions’ complexity perceived
by participants contributed to them questioning whether
emotions can be truly recognized by algorithms and nonhuman agents.

Reactions to Emotion Recognition Based on Social
Media Data

We identified reactions to using emotion recognition
techniques to detecting emotional states in certain times, and
predicting emotional states in the future. We present findings
about detection (in a moment) and prediction (in the future)
separately as participants conceived of them differently. We
see how people’s perceptions and attitudes towards emotions
(as described earlier) shape reactions to emotion recognition
technologies’ use on social media. Most participants had
negative reactions, but a minority were not so uncomfortable.
Reactions to Emotion Detection on Social Media

Having one’s emotions detected based on social media data
evoked intense feelings for participants. Overall, participants
felt that emotion recognition is invasive, scary, and
sometimes unnecessary. Some noted that the perceived lack
of meaningful consent led to feeling intrusion. For example,
P11 said: “It's not okay… It's intrusive. It's unwarranted. No
one gave the permission. I certainly didn't.” For others, these
feelings were about losing the type of control they felt they
had in communicating with other humans, when considering
an algorithm wanting to understand their emotions like a
human would; P3 said: “For me that's still disturbing, still
makes me uneasy. Because I feel it’s like your social media
trying to understand you like a person. It's trying to be
another person to understand you. I don't like that because I
don't have any control over that.” People have some degree
of control and opportunity to correct misunderstandings in
human to human communication in-person. This becomes
challenging when they may not know how their human
audiences perceive them or their emotions on social media,
and even more challenging when algorithms are thought of
as the audience. When algorithms read people’s emotions,
participants felt that they had even less control over how they
are read and understood. This reaction was exacerbated by
participants’ conceptions of emotions as complex and hard
to understand, compared to other data types.
Others compared having one’s emotions detected to having
cameras in one’s house; P12 noted: “If I found out later on
that they did that [emotion detection] ... I would be a little
upset…because again it's intrusive to me that somebody's
doing something and I don't know anything about it…That's
why people don't like cameras inside their house. It's like…
spies or something are watching you.” The camera in the
house metaphor that P12 used is an example of how
participants felt about emotion recognition on social media
and its implications for their privacy loss – exacerbated by
their conceptions of emotions as personal and intimate.
Not only did emotion detection feel like an invasion of
privacy, it was also outright scary to some participants.
Sometimes this fear was due to algorithms ‘seeing into’ who
one ‘really’ is; As P2 said: “It's a little bit scary. It scares me
that we're so easily read. It scares me that algorithms can so
easily see into who we are.” Other times because participants
worried it would enable controlling populations; P5
elaborated on this point: “Freaked out. I'd wonder what kind

of 1984 society they're trying to create so they can control
the population…That's my paranoia and my English teacher,
dystopia brain freaking out but I don't know, lately these
days, things are seeming a lot closer to that than anybody
would like them to be.” This reaction was exacerbated by
thinking of emotions as being prone to control and
manipulation to impact emotions and behavior.
Participants also reflected on what this detection may be used
for. Some remarked that regardless of the end result of the
detection, emotion detection is invasive. For instance, P3
said: “Good or bad it's still an invasion of privacy.” While
other participants felt like it just was not necessary for
platforms to be doing emotion detection. For example, P5
said: “I suppose that would depend on what the purpose
was…I guess I'm more inclined, regardless of what the
purpose is, even if it's innocent to feel negatively about it.
Simply because I don't feel like it's necessary. Why do you
need to do that? Don't do that.” Others reflected that not
knowing what such a detection will be used for causes
concerns, as put by P8: “If I don't know what they were going
to do with that information, I'd be worried.” While for some
the personal nature of emotions meant that computationally
recognizing them to whatever end is invasive, for others,
knowing what it was going to be used for mattered.
Reactions to Emotion Prediction on Social Media

Similar to detections, participants were largely
uncomfortable with predicting emotional states based on
social media data. For some, predictions (about future
emotional states) felt like a step further than detections (of
current emotions). As P13 put it: “One thing is to see how
I'm feeling at that moment, but to predict how I'm feeling in
the future, that's kind of weird.” P3 echoed this sentiment:
“It's one thing for Instagram to have my data or Twitter to
have my data and keep it in some server. But for them to be
actively reading it in a way that's trying to understand [my
future]…I don't like.” Specifically, for P4, predictions were
where they drew the line: “I would be fine with that unless
it's like how I would feel in the future...”
Discomfort was heightened for some because predictions
could be made in the first place; some participants believed
that emotions were not predictable because even they had a
hard time predicting their own emotions. As P7 said: “Well,
that would be a little weird because I can't even predict how
I'm going to feel in the future half the time.” In this sense,
how people related to their own emotions informed how they
felt about algorithms relating to their emotions.
For some, similar to emotion detection, what the prediction
would be used for did not matter – they still were not
comfortable with it for reasons such as lack of control and
agency. For example, P7 said: “I think it's the idea that I'm
in control of my emotions and my decisions, and who are you
to tell me what I will or won't feel tomorrow, or two days
from now, or a year from now.” For others, how this
prediction was used did matter. As P2 said: “How I feel about
it depends on how the information is used more than just the

fact that it's happening. The fact that it's happening doesn't
particularly bother me in general…But if it gets into hands
where somebody has direct power over me and begins to
treat me in a certain way because they believe these
predictions, it bothers me a lot.” In thinking about how
information gained from emotion recognition will be used,
participants reflected on risks associated with emotion
recognition – which we discuss later.
Not Concerned About Emotion Recognition on Social Media

Emotion detection and prediction on social media did not
always bother participants. A minority (N = 4) were not
entirely uncomfortable with it, sometimes because they had
accepted it as something that already happens frequently. As
P9 described: “I think we make assumptions as a society all
the time, so I don't find this to be disturbing.” Yet, even P9
wanted to know about the process’s details: “I feel like the
prediction is not, yeah, it's not bad. Like, I think it's just that
we just need to know what they are, like, how that is being
constructed and like how that is being coded...” Other times,
participants were not averse to emotion detection and
prediction when they perceived their posting behavior on
social media to not be controversial. For instance, P12 said:
“I mean, it doesn't really bother me because I don't really get
too crazy and radical with anything that I post.” In these
cases, the participants had either accepted how decisions are
made in the world in general, or used social media to post
“non-controversial” content. That said, other participants
also employed various privacy protection strategies such as
posting non-controversial or vague content, but were still
uncomfortable with emotion recognition on social media.
Perceived Outcomes and Risks Associated with Emotion
Recognition based on Social Media Data

We discuss participants’ anticipated outcomes of emotion
recognition on social media assuming awareness (as opposed
to no awareness). These outcomes were about changes in
using social media. We then outline the risks participants
associated with emotion recognition on social media:
individual and societal-level risks.
Outcome: changing social media use. Participants often
expressed a sort of “give and take” (P5) with general social
media use, when not thinking about emotion recognition or
knowing that it is a possibility. They often recognized an
overall lack of privacy, but at the end of the day it was
important for them to use social media because of the
benefits they received (e.g., support and community). For
instance, P12 said: “I like Facebook. I don't want to get rid
of it. Too many friends on there, and contacts.” P12
continued: “I like to keep in touch with my friends…so I'm
just careful of what I do, for the most part.” These insights
are echoed by prior work [27].
However, many participants felt that if they were aware that
emotion recognition was happening on social media, they
would change the way they posted on social media,
potentially going as far as ending use altogether. For
example, P11 said: “I would probably just stop using the app

and delete my account, because that would creep me out
definitely if I knew that was happening. It would make me
feel uncomfortable and violated,” and “I probably just
wouldn't post near as much, if at all. Maybe stop using them
because I wouldn't trust them as much.” Similarly, P5 said:
“I'd get rid of my social media. I'd be like no, I'm done. I don't
need this. I can survive without it. Everybody I love, give me
your phone numbers and I'll just text you…There's an extent
where it's like no way, that's too far.” While some may be
able to comfortably leave social media, others rely on it, as
we will elaborate in the Discussion.
While some participants already tailored their posts to
protect privacy (e.g., posting vague and indirect content),
they stated that this tailoring would be more extreme if they
were aware that emotion recognition occurred. As P10 put it:
“I'd probably post more vague things, unless it's expressly
important. Because once you kind of know a thing exists or
an algorithm exists, it's hard not to think about it when
posting stuff or, like, try to game it in some way.” On a
similar note, P8 said: “Then I would be very careful what I
post to Facebook… Even though I think I already
regulate…” Examining whether participants actually would
quit social media or regulate their use in certain ways is not
our goal here, neither is possible at this point. Rather, these
insights highlight participants’ values and concerns, which in
practice may or may not lead to changing social media use.
Related to changing social media use and what people would
share and not share about themselves, participants also
highlighted a tension between what emotion recognition
algorithms learn about us and what that means for social
media users’ identity presentation. P10 discussed how it can
be problematic for algorithms to know so much about us
because they do not leave any sense of privacy: “then they
[algorithms] pretty much know your whole life rather than
sort of the persona that exists online. They have an idea of
who you actually are, and that could be a problem.” P10
continued that in response to such a world, people can turn
to masking parts of themselves to protect some aspects of
their privacy and identity: “Or, everyone online becomes
super fake, so that person is just their persona and no one
knows who you actually are, which is just as problematic...”
Using emotion recognition on social media (assuming users’
awareness) that can really ‘see into’ people’s emotions,
people may share less and less of what is truly meaningful to
them and their identities. We return to this in the Discussion.
Individual risk: control, manipulation, and exploitation.
Participants were concerned about emotion recognitionenabled controlling of emotions. For instance, P5 said:
“people… don't want to be controlled… If you know how a
general population is feeling, you can control the
information that's coming out better in a more tactically
intelligent way.” Participants, such as P2, also noted that
emotion recognition has the potential to manipulate people’s
views: “I don't like the idea of being swayed…
manipulated… But a very realistic part of me believes that,

that happens every day in every aspect of our lives. It could
be marketers and companies are doing that all the time.
Whether it's on social media or not social media. I think the
impact is stronger on social media. It bothers me.”

increase in their insurance rate or ...” Participants noted that
vulnerable social media users (e.g., those in vulnerable
emotional states) can be disproportionately harmed,
questioning emotion recognition’s fairness on social media.

Participants considered emotion recognition’s use for control
and manipulation particularly harmful in bad actors’ hands.
As P3 said:"[Emotion recognition] could be used as a way
to exploit me, if it gets in the wrong hands. If someone knows
I feel really happy or really positive about this kind of
content, they can send me an email or something about that
kind of content. And then hack into my life...” P5 echoed
similar concerns around using emotion recognition for
malicious intent: “I suppose at first glance, it seems innocent.
What are you going to do with the knowledge of a person's
emotions, but in the same respect, because they do have the
ability to recommend content to you, if they wanted to use
theirs for their own nefarious purposes, they could gear
certain content towards you based upon the emotions you're
having.” This, to participants meant that their emotions
would be manipulated and their behaviors impacted.

Individual risk: negative impacts on emotional and
mental health. While some participants were generally
concerned about social media use and content online
affecting mental health, these concerns were exacerbated
when thinking about emotion recognition. For example, P2
reflected on the newsfeed’s impact on wellbeing, “But mostly
from the perspective of what shows up on my newsfeed…I've
noticed in the past year that Facebook does have negative
effects on my emotional health at times.” P2 further
explained that she has depression and fears that emotion
recognition might result in targeted content that exacerbates
it: “I'm afraid of the kinds of feedback loops that it could
create and influence, not just my, but everybody's emotional
health and the emotional state that they're in. I do suspect
that, to some extent, this [emotion recognition to deliver
content] is already going on.” Specifically related to
emotions and emotion recognition, P2 elaborated: “They're
going to be seeing that post, and they're going to be seeing
that I'm feeling depressed. They're going to be feeding into
that because they're going to see that I'm drawn or attracted
to articles that might make me feel even more
depressed…Eventually there's this feedback loop where,
‘Oh, this is a depressed person. We're gonna feed this stuff
because they just seem to gobble up this information.’” First,
this example illustrates how some participants believed that
the kinds of content they receive is because of the kinds of
content they consume, for example in the mental health
context. Second, emotion recognition-enabled content
delivery on social media can be particularly harmful to those
experiencing mental health challenges.

Participants mentioned particular domains for emotion
recognition applications on social media, highlighting the
importance of what emotion recognition is used for. As P8
said: “It depends on how they used it…I don't think it would
harm me just sitting here knowing that's happening, but I
think depending on how they use it, it could harm me.” For
example, the potential for emotions being controlled or
manipulated enabled through emotion recognition can have
remarkable impacts in the marketing domain. As P9 said: “I
think it's risky that companies capitalize on our emotions to
sell us products... Product advertisements that are based on
our emotions are harmful because most of the [consumers]
already don't understand what they're doing with their
emotions... and then buying into the advertisements…If those
two go together, it's like living without thinking.” The
potential for emotion recognition’s application in advertising
coupled with participants’ understandings of emotions as
easily manipulated led to concerns that this manipulation
could occur in marketing, giving entities the power to more
strongly influence people’s purchasing behavior.
Individual risk: some are prone to harm more than
others. Participants noted how some individuals can
experience harm more than others, leading to unfair
outcomes. For instance, P7 discussed how some individuals
would be harmed more than others in emotion recognitionenabled marketing: “I mean, I suppose if they were using the
data to purposely advertise expensive stuff to people that
were feeling super vulnerable. I feel like that's harmful.” On
the notion of how different people may experience harm to
different extents, P10 did not think there was a risk of them
personally being harmed, but they could see how harm could
come about, saying: “I guess I couldn't think of any situations
where I might experience harm. I know there are definitely
people with far less privilege than I have, so they would more
than likely definitely experience harm, whether it's an

Others noted how temporal aspects of people’s emotions can
further complicate emotion recognition and its impacts when
used to deliver content. As P6 said: “Because a person can
be in a different mindset or in a different space or they may
be better than they were from what they were a year ago or
two years ago or they could be worse off. So if you're trying
to market based on, say for instance, this person was in a bad
place a year ago and you're trying to market something that
has to do with overcoming drug addiction, rape, or anything,
and they've forgotten about that and now you want to market
them something about overcoming heroin addiction or
something, that could take a person into a negative head
space where they're now into a positive head space.”
People’s mental and emotional states change all the time.
When and how (if at all) emotion recognition should be used
to deliver mental health-related content is not a given and is
an important area for further research.
Individual risk: identity
and digital image
misrepresentation across time. Participants raised
concerns about the image that emotion recognition on social
media will create about them online, including

representations that will live beyond their lifetime. The lack
of control over what persona is created about them and their
emotional states and reactions, especially when skewed in
some way, was one dimension of this risk. For example, P10
said: “I do think that is problematic, especially if it becomes
an emotion of record, like it's somewhere on the system that
the machine predicted I felt this way, but I expressed nothing,
and that's the only way anyone can know how I felt in that
way, like it's the year 2200, I'm not here anymore, people all
assume I felt a particular way.” Similarly, P6 believed that
emotion recognition-enabled personas would not fairly
represent them and their emotions: “…that can make me to
be somebody that I'm completely not.”
Participants were also concerned about misinterpreted data
and its impacts. As P1 said: “I can see that becoming a
slippery slope of misinterpreted data…So much of the stuff
we think is done by computers and done really well, is either
poorly done or done by people. I think the trying to rely on
that to make decisions in the future to learn about people is
kind of playing with fire I think. There are a lot of mistakes
that can happen really easily.” P5 echoed similar concerns
around the harm that false positives could cause: “I guess
there is the potential to use that to identify people that could
be risks in society, but at the same respect…there is also a
problem in looking for things that haven't occurred yet. Even
though there's the potential for something, it might never
occur.” The possibility for unfair and inaccurate
interpretations and lack of control over one’s digitally
curated image as enabled by emotion recognition can impact
people during and well beyond their life time.
Individual risk: challenges with holding algorithms
responsible. Participants raised concerns about a perceived
lack of responsibility and regulation with algorithms
employed by social media companies. For instance, P3 said:
“In the end it [the algorithm] can tell you to do things, but
the thing is if it tells me to do something and I do it, and
completely fucks me over, there is no accountability. Just all
of mine.” P3 further elaborated that: “It's different if a person
tells you to do something, there's laws against that…”
Participants understood risks around emotion recognition in
part by comparing the existing legal and policy infrastructure
within which they exist with other legal structures that are
more familiar to them (e.g., in-person civilian disputes).
While P3 raised these concerns, they were not against
algorithms categorically, but wanted them to be used
responsibly, noting: “Social media, it's everyone's journals
or whatever, their lives are online in a way and we should
handle them just as carefully as if you're actually sitting
down with someone trying to talk to them.” How to make
algorithms accountable is an ongoing debate in Computing
(e.g., Human-Computer Interaction, Social Computing,
Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency). We highlight a
need for this debate in the emotion recognition context.
Societal risk. Beyond concern for the individual, some were
concerned about what emotion recognition could mean for

others or society as a whole on a broader level. For example,
P8 said: “I think it would make me wonder about the state of
the world and the state of my world, to have that, to have my
emotions manipulated.” P2 elaborated on detrimental
impacts emotion recognition can have on democracy because
of companies’ political powers: “The social level of using
that information for political or social control, that bothers
me a lot…I think having large companies that can in essence
understand what we're feeling, and manipulate what we're
feeling, provides greater and greater potential for a fascist
or totalitarian regime to build in the country. Or for political
unrest to be provoked by using these kinds of means. These
companies are huge and they already have a lot of political
power. Not all of the people that have the most power in these
companies are good people.” This account may resonate
with what was learned in the Cambridge Analytica case that
used emotional and psychological profiling based on social
media data to deliver content and sway political opinions
[55]. These comments highlight the notion that emotion
recognition’s impact can go beyond the individual and can
have political and social impacts.
DISCUSSION

We apply a Science and Technology Studies (STS) lens to
emotion recognition to situate our work within the broader
sociotechnical scholarship. We argue that it is crucial to
account for the humans whose emotions these technologies
recognize in a timely manner. We discuss implications for
algorithmic accountability and advocate for considering
emotion data as sensitive in research and practice.
Emotion recognition as sociotechnical. “Cultural lag” [91]
refers to the fast growth in technology and slower speed of
developing guidelines of ethical use. Failing to develop
social consensus on ethical uses of emerging technologies
leads to breakdown in social solidarity and rise of social
conflict, and impact privacy rights [80]. We argue that
emotion recognition is one context in which we need to avoid
cultural lag. It is a kind of algorithmic decision-making, and
is expected to reach its peak between 2021 and 2024 [36]. In
2019, considering the state of emotion recognition
technologies, we have little time left in what Social
Constructivism [95] calls the interpretive flexibility period.
In this period, different interpretations of the emerging
technology emerge from relevant social groups (groups with
opinions about what problems technology should address).
This period is followed by stabilization (when several
technologies are developed to address the problem) and
closure (when the relevant social group considers the
problem solved). It is before the stabilization period, and
certainly before the closure period, that we should critically
decide what problems are important and what social groups
should be included in decisions about developing, making
sense of, and adopting emerging technologies [105]. People
may have concerns about emerging technologies. While they
may acclimate to new technology, technology could also
shift to meet their demands. Such negotiation is arguably

easier in earlier phases (e.g., interpretive flexibility). A first
step is understanding people’s concerns.
In this work, we began to uncover the concerns and
perspectives of an important relevant social group: the
humans who provide the data that make emotion recognition
technologies possible, and who can be impacted by this
technology in profound ways. It is important to account for
this relevant social group’s needs rather than assuming what
constitutes their welfare [45]. Accounting for the social
context in designing technologies is important as it leads to
more fair systems, and we should avoid closure until we
have addressed concerns from a diversity of social groups
[105]. We account for the social context of emotion
recognition technologies in this work. We contribute novel
understandings of social media users’ attitudes and perceived
risks and outcomes in relation to emotion recognition on
social media. The majority of participants were
uncomfortable with emotion recognition, and this discomfort
was often related to concerns over privacy, consent, agency,
and potential harm. Our goal here was not to chart how
emotion recognition technology should be designed, but
rather, to identify people’s attitudes towards it in this point
of time when we have not yet reached closure. Our findings
provide empirical evidence that technologists and academics
building and designing emotion recognition, as well as
policy makers, can refer to if they aspire to foreground
humans’ values and concerns in their work.
Emotion recognition and algorithmic accountability.
Algorithmic accountability is about assigning responsibility
for how algorithms are created, their societal impacts, and
potential harms [3,23,52,110]. Therefore, we essentially
identified algorithmic accountability’s dimensions for
emotion recognition related to its impacts and harms. Other
emerging AI technologies subject to scholarly critique for
their impact and harm include: facial emotion recognition
(due to bias [99,114,115] e.g., showing no matter how much
a Black person smiles, they are identified with more negative
emotions [99]) and Automatic Gender Recognition (due to
compromising privacy and autonomy [59]). We extend these
works to the emotion recognition context by uncovering risks
(including and beyond privacy and autonomy), and flagging
how some may be harmed more than others.
Specifically, participants noted a lack of shared
responsibility from algorithms and social media companies,
which informed their attitudes towards emotion recognition
on social media and signified risks. Moreover, our analysis
identified being manipulated, unfairness in harm distribution
(i.e., some would be more prone to harm than others),
negative impacts on mental health (especially for those
already experiencing mental health challenges), and losing
autonomy over how one is digitally represented over time as
anticipated risks associated with emotion recognition on
social media. Human autonomy is the ability “to be one's
own person” and impacts wellbeing [31]. A possible
outcome we uncovered was leaving social media or limiting

use. On a high level, this anticipated outcome parallels
Foucault's notion of the ‘panopticon’ where people do not
know if they are being watched and behave as though they
are [51]. Surveillance threats have chilling effects on online
participation [50]. More specifically, this outcome can harm
those who rely on social media for social support and
community, which impacts wellbeing [58] – especially for
marginalized individuals who may not find support
elsewhere. Feeling safe to be and express one’s self and
emotions also improves wellbeing [93]. A “harm-reduction
framework” for algorithmic fairness argues that algorithm’s
effects on individuals’ wellbeing should be considered [3].
In this sense, our findings shed light on what harms emotion
recognition technologies should account for to be fair. By
turning our focus on to the humans in emotion recognition,
we encourage technologists in this space to move towards a
stronger emphasis on the humans involved, with all their
complexity, and attend to their wellbeing and concerns.
Emotional data as sensitive. A recent Pew survey [109]
found that users’ comfort level with social media companies
using their data depends on what it is used for, covering four
contexts but not specifying the emotional nature of the data.
Our findings show that when considering emotional data, it
is only sometimes (not always) that people’s attitudes depend
on what their data is used for. Additionally, privacy research
identifies data related to health, location, web browsing, age,
finances, and private communication to be highly sensitive
[17,77,78,123]. While data in these contexts can have
emotional dimensions to them, data can also be about one’s
emotions within and beyond these contexts. Our findings
show that data about emotions, and data with emotional
implications, are also highly sensitive and vulnerable. This
has implications for researchers, technologists, and policy
makers alike in deciding what data to treat as sensitive. We
argue that emotional data is a type of data that warrants
particular and explicit attention in research and practice.
CONCLUSION

We examined social media users’ attitudes towards emotion
recognition to contribute to our knowledge about socially
and ethically responsible use and treatment of data in
algorithmic advancements that impact humans’ personal
lives. We uncovered the ways people conceived of their
emotions and emotion data when considering them being
harvested by algorithms, and how these conceptions inform
attitudes towards emotion recognition on social media. We
identified outcomes and risks associated with emotion
recognition on social media as perceived by participants,
highlighting their values towards emotion recognition on
social media. We argue that technologies that see into and
infer insight from and about people’s most vulnerable
moments and emotional, private data should acknowledge
humans’ complexities. Acknowledging this complexity,
does not necessarily mean building more accurate
technologies to infer those complexities; rather, these
innovations must prioritize the preferences, desires, and
values of the humans they impact.
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